Knapman & Son
Hill Mill, Harberton nr Totnes, Devon
The firm of Knapman & Son is well known in the West Country for its range
of edge tools. Even while writing this in the 21st century, Knapman tools still
turn up regularly at farm auctions and on eBay. The output of this small firm,
with at its height some 8 or so employees, was quite large, with a range of
tools being produced not only for agriculture, but also the Devon and
Cornwall mining industry.
The firm dates from the early 19th century, when a Robert Elliott established
his edge tool works at Hill Mill, Harberton - a small village just outside
Totnes in Devon. Devon was well served with edge tool makers, many of
whom probably knew each other, and served apprenticeships with the same
masters at some time. The most well known are Loder at Holbeam, near
Newton Abbott; Lidstone of Kingsbridge near Torquay; Helston of Dunsford
(later taken over by Morris) and the Finch Foundry at Sticklepath, which like
Knapman and Morris survived well into the second half of the 20th century
(Morris is still going, albeit as a one-man business, run by Richard Morris).
There were probably other smaller edge tool makers, or blacksmiths who
also made edge tools, but these are outside the scope of this study..
Robert Elliott was established as an edge tool maker by 1829:

The 1841 Census shows two Robert Elliott’s residing at Hill Mill, Harberton,
Snr (70 - presumably retired) and Jr (35) listed as an Edge Tool Maker. The
return shows Robert Snr as Inf (infirm??) and that a John Knapman, edge
tool maker, and his family were also residing there (including John Jr, aged
7). I t can be assumed that the father * established the firm, and Robert Jr
* His uncle, not his father see page 5 (below)
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took over the business as in 1842 Robert Snr died, and his will describes him
as an Edge Tool Maker.

Robert Jr thus continued the business and at some time John Knapman went
into partnership, as in 1850 the firm is listed in White’s Directory as Elliott
& Knapman… (see page 5 below)

In the 1851 Census there is no male Elliott at Hill Mill, Catherine, Robert Jr’s
wife * is listed as a Landed Proprietor, and John Knapman as employing 6
men (John Jr is not shown, maybe being apprenticed elsewhere).

Possibly not his widow as 4 years later Robert is shown as dissolving the partnership, see
page 5 (below) – he is believed to have died in 1859??
*
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The return also shows 4 members of the Stevens family working as
blacksmiths, and also a John Loder * (born in Dunsford) as an edge tool
labourer – who the 6th employee was is not known, as he presumably lived
outside the village.
The connection with Dunsford needs further research, as the Knapman name
is shown there in the Census returns, and at this period the Iron Mill there
was run by John Helson, an Exeter ironmonger. Is the John Loder related to
the later Loder who ran the Holbeam Mill edge tool works??? Study of the
family trees, and marriages, may well establish a better picture..
The partnership of Elliot & Knapman was formally dissolved in 1855, and
John Knapman took over:

By 1856 the firm is shown in Kelly’s Directory as John Knapman & Son, John
Jr would be 22, and John Snr 50 at this time…

In 1881 the Census shows John Knapman (46) as the head of the household
as a farmer, and also as an edge tool maker employing 8 men, however he is
no longer living at Hill Mill:
* Update: In 1841 the same John Loder (also spelled Loader or Toder) was a Cutler’s Journeyman
working for John Helson at Dunsford. Twenty years later, in 1861, he is shown as an Innkeeper and
Blacksmith at Ashprington about 3km SE of Harberton
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In 1888 John Knapman died (at thus date John Snr would have been 82, and
John Jr 54, but as there is no mention of John Snr in the 1881 Census return,
it can be assumed this was John Jr)
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Stanley Oldfield had produced some further information as part of his
genealogy research:

From the above it would seem that Robert Elliott Snr was the uncle of both
Robert Elliott Jr and John Knapman, so perhaps they both jointly inherited
the business, and thus the partnership dates from Robert Snr’s death in
1842.
It would be useful to look at all the available Census returns for all of
Harberton, especially Hill Mill in 1881 – to establish who was living aqt the
Hill Mill Cottages and the Mill (apparently 4 separate dwelling, two at each
location).
The later history of the firm remains to be researched, but it is believed that
Knapman & Son survived until the 1950’s, when the name & goodwill were
acquired by A & F Parkes, who with Bulldog Tools later became part of
English Tools Ltd. Later ETL also bought out the business of Morris at
Dunsford (until Alec Morris bought the site back in the 1980’s).
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Morris had a stamp on the premises for Knapman, and thus presumably
made tools to be sold under that name.

Note that they used Knapmans (not Knapman or Knapman’s)
A Knapman pattern hook also appears in the trade 1899 catalogue of Isaac
Nash, Stourbridge (this pattern is now known as a Devon half-turn hook)..

Knapman stamped their tools:
KNAPMAN & SON
BEST STEEL
Some tools also bear a size number stamp, but not a size in inches as most
other makers used.
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The following information comes from John Dudgeon, a distant relative of
the Knapman’s:
Knapman is a distant connection relative being part of the descent
of a Gidley line of John Knapman's wife, Charlotte Bradridge. I have
very little regarding the edge tool business but maybe the following
will help:
Mill Hill Edge Tool Foundry Harbertonford - in the Harbourne
Valley between Harberton and Harbertonford.
In 1820, an old grist mill at Harberton was converted to an edge
tool mill by the addition of two tilt-hammers and a set of grind
stones, driven by a large wheel fed by a mile-long leet connecting
with the River Harborne. Around 1850, the plant consisted of four
tilt hammers, two grindstones, a polishing wheel and an iron
splitter
Edge Tools (agricultural) manufactured by Messrs Knapman
making superior hand-made tools since the 1830s. A water wheel
stood in for "grid" electricity as a power supply.
In the 1920s the factory made over 100 different types of hooks,
hoes and shovels - in the 1950s production fell to 35 types mostly
grass cutting hooks and special orders. These sold to as far away as
Dorset, Somerset and Gloucestershire as well as throughout Devon
and Cornwall..The business operated until 1954.

The copy of the Knapman catalogue that follows is from the collection of
Scotty Dodd, who is in contact with Stanley Oldfield (see above) and
hopefully further information will be forthcoming….
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A few images of Knapman billhooks and furze hooks:
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